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Warning: Past performances are no guarantee of future returns. This document has been published for information purposes only and does not constitute a commercial offer or investment proposal. The reader is 
invited to consult the full prospectus available on the company website. 

ISIN: FR0012749927 
Launch date: 15 October 2015 
Structure: «European Union equities» fund - French FCP 
Management team: Ludovic LABAL / Cyril BERTRAND 
Benchmark: MSCI Europe NR  

Custodian: CACEIS BANK 
Administrator: CACEIS FA  
Auditor: MAZARS 
Fund dealing: daily 
Eligible for French equity savings plan: yes 

NAV: 127.37€ 
AUM: 9.22 M€ 
Management fees: 1.20% incl.taxes 
Performance fees: 15% incl.taxes above MSCI Europe NR 
Currency: EURO 

PHILEAS ASSET MANAGEMENT SAS - 60, rue de Prony - 75017 Paris - Tel. : +33 (0)1 40 54 47 26 - contact@phileas-am.fr - www.phileas-am.fr  

The investment objective of the PHILEAS EQUITY EUROPE is to outperform, on an equity horizon, its benchmark, the MSCI Europe net return index. The fund invests in European Union equities through discretionary 
stock picking.  

Source: Phileas Asset Management, unless otherwise noted 

Top holdings 

Volatility of the fund 11.89% 

Volatility of the benchmark 11.19% 

Tracking error 6.29% 

Beta 0.90 

Information ratio 0.38 

Sharpe ratio 1.78 

Source : Bloomberg 

Risk indicators - 1-year data 

Portfolio exposure by market cap Portfolio exposure by sector Portfolio exposure by country 

Holdings % 

Bureau Veritas 6.1% 

Reed Elsevier 4.5% 

Danone 4.5% 

Assa Abloy 4.4% 

Ocado 4.4% 

Number of holdings 26 

Investment rate 90.25% 

 

In January, PHILEAS EQUITY EUROPE fell back by 0.76% as its benchmark, MSCI Europe 

net return, fell back by 1.25%.  

 

- In Services/IT, the portfolio benefited from a good performance by Bureau Veritas, 

making up for some of its valuation discount compared to competitor SGS. We 

continue to hold the French stock. A good run by Ingenico also contributed to 

performance. Worldline’s offer to acquire Ingenico, which was announced at the 

start of February, is good news. We believe that the deal will create value for 

Worldline shareholders, ourselves included, as the cost synergies can largely cover 

the purchase premium being offered. The new entity will be a key player as the 

sector continues to consolidate across Europe. 

 

- In Construction, Saint-Gobain’s external growth announcement proved disappoin-

ting. The group seemed set on selling its underperforming assets and despite 

ostensibly weak multiples, we considered this to be a sign of change in a company 

that has traditionally been quick to buy assets but slow to divest. This vision is out 

of step with the company’s purchases of Continental Building Products in the US 

and two small Latin American companies, which will delay any rerating in the 

short-term. We continue to hold the stock, as we find its current valuation level 

very low. 

 

As mentioned last month, managing factor exposure is now a key element of our 

approach to risk. It is enabling us to appropriately adjust and refine our sector expo-

sure levels in a market that has been affected by a number of outside factors since the 

start of the year. 

 

 

 

 YTD 1 month 1 year 
Annualized   

performance*  
6 months 

PHILEAS EQUITY EUROPE  -0.76% -0.76% 19.91% 5.78% 4.35% 

MSCI EUROPE NR -1.25% -1.25% 17.21% 5.77% 6.75% 

Performance (%) 

* I share launched as of 10/15/2015 
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